Background Screening

- ONLINE APPOINTMENT REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS:

  WEBSITE:  www.L1ENROLLMENT.COM

  CHOOSE STATE: FLORIDA

  AGENCY REQUESTING: DCF

  CHOOSE: ONLINE SCHEDULING

  CHOOSE: LANGUAGE PREFERENCE

  CHOOSE LOCATION: 4152 W. Blue Heron Blvd. Ste.108 West Palm Beach, FL

  CHOOSE APPT. DAY AND TIME

  COMPLETE THE APPLICATION

  Here are the numbers you will need to fill in when asked:

  ORI# EDCFGN10Z   OCA# 09-501065Z

  Once completed you must select make e-payment now, and pay for the fingerprinting.
  Must be paid prior to appointment or they will not process your fingerprints.
  They do not accept payments at the location.

  Hours Available: M-F 9am-3pm ~ Sat. 9am-1pm